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Uti1TED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COM!ilSSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of

UNION ELECTRIC COMPANY ) Docket Nos. STN 50-483
) STN 50-486

(Callaway Plant, Units 1 and 2) )

TESTIMONY OF ANTH0NY A. VARELA

Q. Please state your name and employment history?

A. My name is Anthony A. Varela. Since February 1969, I have been

a civil engineer with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Region I Office.

A copy of my professional qualifications is attached.

Q. Could you describe your involvement with the Callaway facility?

A. In January 1977, I inspected preparatory work being performed

at Callaway, including the installation of reinforcing steel and the post

tension anchorages for the reactor building base mat. I conducted three

other inspections at Callaway in 1977 to observe and review concrete

placement and to evaluate the quality assurance aspects of the base mat

construction. My last inspection at the site was completed on September 2,

1977.

Q. Please describe your responsibilities during your inspections

at Callaway?
'

A. My responsibilities during those inspections consisted of: (1)

ascertaining whether adequate q0ality assurance plans, instructions, and
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procedures had been established for the construction of concrete structures;

(2) providing an independent evaluation of the perforrsnce, work in progress,

and completed work to ascertain whether activities relative to concrete

construction were accomplished in accordance with NRC requirements; and

(3) reviewing the quality related records to ascertain whether these

records reflected work accomplished consistent with NRC requirements and

license commitments.

Q. Did you document the results of these inspections?

A. Yes. The results of the inspections are contained in the following

NRC inspection reports: 50-483/77-01; 50-483/77-03; 50-483/77-06; and

50-483/77-07 (Staff Exhibits 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively).

Q. What is the purpose of this testimony?

A. The purpose of this testimony is to address Joint Intervenors'

Contention I.C.1 which deals with concrete voids (honeycombs) found in

the tendon access gallery of the reactor base mat.

Q. Could you please describe the reactor base mat and tendon access

gallery?
'

A. The base mat is a reinforced concrete slab,154 feet in diameter

and 10 feet thick, which supports the containment / reactor building. The

reactor building walls and dome are post-tensioned. The base mat provides

the anchorage for the building's post-tension tendons. The tendon access

gallery is aa annuler tunnel of reinforced co ecrete located beneath the

base mat. The gallery roo'f .is the underside of the base mat; the reactor

building walls are located labove the base mat) directly above the gallery.

Each stressing tendon in the building walls terminates at a steel trumplate
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or anchorage located in the underside of the base mat / tendon gallery

roof. The total number of trumplates in the gallery roof is 172.

Q. How were the voids in the tendon gallery roof first detected?

A. The concrete for the base mat was placed in a continuous pour

lasting more than sixty hours. When the concrete had attained sufficient

strength, forms were removed from the bottom of the base mat at the roof

of the tendon access gallery. Imperfection were then observed by quality

control inspectors in the roof concrete surrounding some of the steel

trumplates. At the completion of form removal, detailed quality control

inspection of the exposed concrete and concrete imperfections was per-

formed as required by engineering specifications and quality control

procedures.

Quality control inspectors docuuented their findings as de-

ficiencies in concrete and identified those trumplates where they

occurred. Further investigation was undertaken by chipping and removing

unsound concrete in honeycomb areas surrounding certain trumplates. This

resulted in the exposure of bottom layers of the base met reinforcing
i

steel.

Q. Were records made of these findings?

A. Yes. The findings of 'he quality control inspectors and project

field engineers are documented in aonconformance Report f4CR 2-0856-C-A.

This llCR includes the number, location and extent of the nonconformance

in concrete at each trumplate; describes the nonconformance; identifies

the cause of the nonconforiisnce; and suggests corrective action to prevent

recurrence. The f1CR also contains detailed maps and dimensional sketches
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of truuplates where unsound concrete was removed behind rebars and bearing

plates.

Q. How was the f4RC informed of the honeycoobs in the base mat

concrete?

4 A. Pursuant to the requirements of 10 C.F.R. s 50.55(e), Union

Electric notified the fiRC's Region III Office by telephone on June 17,
,

1977, to inform the T4RC of the above described deficiency in base mat

concrete at the trumplates. On July 15, 1977, UE submitted a 30-day

interim report stating that 33 of the 172 trumplates required removal of

honeycoob concrete to evaluate the significance of the deficiency. This

i report stated that final evaluation of the deficiency would be made upon
4

completion of soniscopic testing of the base mat by Wiss, Janney, Elstner

and Associates. This testing was conducted from July 12 to July 19,

1977.

Q. Please describe your involvement with the matter of base mat

honeycombe,.

A. I performcd an inspection of the Callaway base mat on June 29-

July 1,1977 to observe and evaluate the base mat concrete deficiencies

following Union Electric's first notice to the flRC by telephone of these

conditions. I observed the locations where removal of unsound concrete

(not yet replaced) extended behind nineteen bearing plates and exposed

bottom layers of base mat reinforceing steel. My findings are reported

in 50-488/77-06 (Exhibit 3). I also performed another inspection of

theCallawaybasematonAujust30-September 2,1977. This is reported

in 50-488/77-07 (Exhibit 4).
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Q. Did you also review the soniscope test report prepared by Wiss,

Janney, Elstner and Associates?

A. Yes.

Q. Could you briefly describe the report and your evaluation of

it?

A. Non-destructive methods employing the soniscope tests are used ,

throughout the industry to determine if internal voids or honeycombs have

occurred within thick concrete slabs. The soniscope technique measures

the velocity of a generated sound pulse which travels through the concrete

base slab. These velocity measurements provide data to determine the
,

uniformity of concrete and to locate voids, honeycombs or cracks in the

ccncrete. Following the principles outlined in ASTM C-597-71, " Standard

Metnod of Test for Pulse Velocity Through Concrete", Uiss, Janney, Elstner

and Associates conducted tests to measure the physical characteristics of
4

the base slab concre o at 44 of the 172 trunnlate bearing plate regions.
,

At these regions, a total of 760 soniscope shots were made.

I reviewed the report findings and also compared the report
i

with similar studies made at another nuclear site. It is my opinion

that, based upon the 25% sample (44 of 172 trumplates) used for the test,

the results of the soniscope investiga'. son indicate that internal honey-

combing probably does not occur in the base slab except in thosj areas'

where honeycoabing was visually detected when the forms in the tendon

gallery access roof were remved. Use of a 25% sample was both appropriate

and conservative. -

Q. Could you describe the trumplates where the honeycombs were

f found?
| i

:
|
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A. These trunplates are composed of thick steel flat bearing plates

that anchor the post tensioq tendons beneath the base nat. The plates

have an 8-inch diameter hole in the center to which a steel pipe is secured.
' This pipe, which has a reduced diameter extension through the base mat,
!

! continues upward through the reactor building walls and dome and serves

as a sheath or duct for the post tension tendons later to be installed.

Q. What was the cause of the honeycombing in the base mat concrete?

A. Placement of concrete requires the concrete to be liquified in

order to obtain a greater density for maximuu strength. This,is accomplished

: by consolidating the concrete by means of vibratory tools inaersed in the
!

fresh concrete. The liquified state, which is a temporary one, allows,

the concrete to flow around and encircle reinforcing steel, all'owing the
*natrix of steel rebar to physically reinforce the concrete.

The honeycombing on one side of the trumplate occurred bhcause

the concrete on that sice of the trumplate was insufficiently vibrated.
:

it was necessary that workuen operating the vibratr;ry tools carefully
,

immerse the tools around the pipe (tendon sheath) in order to obtain

sound dense concrete beneath the bottom layers of reinforcing steel and

above the anchur plate. Vibration of concrete surrounding 19 of the 172

trumplates was insufficient to prevent the aforementioned honeycombing.

Q. Were you present on tne site when the concrete for the base mat

was poured?

A. Yes. The placeiaent lasted for approximately sixty-two hours.

During this time, I and anottier NRC inspector were alternately present to

view the pour. During this period, approximately 6,700 cubic yta ds of

concrete were poured. -

:
!
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Q. Could you comment or, the quality of the placement and the role

of the site's quality assurance / quality control people during the pour?

A. The placement was a continuous process lasting approximately

sixty-two hours. During this time, work crews, field engineers, quality

control inspectors, supervisory personnel and equipment operators were

all working on shifts. Quality control inspector shifts overlapped craft
1

personnel shifts to assure continuity in the quality of work performed

through the changcs in shifts.

The continous placement of concrete of the volume involved here

(about 6,700 cubic yards) requires the use of several methods acceptable

throughout the industry to provide assurance that design requirements are

met. Back-up methoas and equipment are also required to assure that

continuous and efficient flow of concrete is maintained, especially during

intervals of repair and relocation of mechanical equipment. In a placement

of tnis volume, specific engineering requirements relating to graduated

or step-set-back of the advance face of the concrete rust be developed to

provide for a possible termination of the placement if unexpected circum-
'

stances occur.

Throughout the pour, I observed the various changes in pour

method and the use of back-up equipuent during equipment changes. I also4

observed the efforts of the quality control personnel to maintain the

quality of the pour consistent with the design requirements. The honey-

combing around 19 of the N2. trumplates was caused by insufficient vibration

of the concrete or inadequate full depth of penetration of the vibratory

tool manually applied by craft personnel. It must also be noted that the
,

congestion in the base mat area presents unique problems. Quality control

.-. _ _ _ _ - . _- . _ _ , .- --. . , .
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personnel wera responsible for assuring the timely coardination of relocating

vibratory equipnent craft personnel with placement equipiaent changes. I

observed the quality control personnel in this regard and found their

performance to be satisfactcry.

Q. How were the honeycombed areas repaired?

A. The recommended repair of the honeycombed areas around the 19

trumplatos was identified in T4CR 2-0856-C by P;chtel. The instruction
4

for the repair in that document (the procedures and methods of application

of proprietary grout) and the techniques to provide adequate assurance

that high strength grout Mould fill all voids and uniformly bond all

exposed reinforcing steel as well as the original concrete surfaces within

the voids are all consistent with proven industry practice. The actual'

repair work was performed after qy last inspection at the site. The flRC<

acceptance of the completed repairs is identified in HRC Report 50-483/80-16

(Exhibit 5), documenting an inspection by Harvey Wescott.

Q. Do you believe the inadequate vibration responsible for the

: noneycomb in the base mat might have caused as-yet undetected honeycomb
'

areas in the walls of the reactor building.

A. fio, I do not. In the first place, as I mentione'd previously,

the congestion in the base raat area presents unique problems. Second,

after the base mat honeycombs were discovered, craft personnel were given

training sessions and additional instructions to ensure that insufficient

vibration would not recur. .I observed the next wall pour (documented in

Report 50-483/77-07 Exhibit. 4) and noted that sufficient vibration

techn1gues were being used.

<
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ANTHONY A. VAREl.A . . ,
.

Organization: Regit,a 1. Enginecring Inspection
Branch, DETI

Title: Reactor Inspector

Grade: GS-14

Birth Date: 4/17/15

Education: B.S. Civil Engineering,
Manhattan College, NY 1937

Experience:

1974 - Present Reactor Inspector, Engineering Inspection Branch - Responsible'
for inspection of nuclear power plants dLring construction phasei

in specialty areas of civil engineering and structural engineering.
(NRC/AEC)

1969 - 1974 Reactor Inspector - Inspected civil / structural and mechanical
aspects of nuclear reactors under construction including ccupliance
with the ASME Boiler and Pressure Yessel Coda requirements. (AEC)

-

1957 - 1969 Resident _ Engineer - Construction of roads, bridges, tunnels,
airports, marine facilities in United States and Latin America.
(Consulting Engineering)

1945 - 1957 Structural Detianer - Designer of roads, bridges, tunnels, airports,
marine facilities, hydroelectric and water supply dams (Consulting
Engineering)

1937 - 1945 Constri -tion Engineer, Marine Construction Superintendent -
3upervised the construction of various innd and marine fecilities-

| in USA and U.S. Naval Defense facilities in Caribbean area.I '

|
(Contractors and Engineers)
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